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stop on this circle article 28 of the Civil Code, on the
protection of personality, in exchange for the protection of artistic freedom, enshrined in article 21 of the
Swiss constitution ceases to exist.
1. Introduction
#PrivacyFreeZone (#PFZ) is an interdisciplinary project that began in 2011 as a progressive appropriation.
It was born to defend the freedom of artistic expression and contrast in a world of increasing regulations.
During this development, the project has adapted to
different social situations and contexts. The aim is to
promote the integration of expressive minorities by
giving them a voice and supporting the mission of a
pluralistic society. #PFZ acts as a new stage/agorà
and medium.
In 2012 the red dot, which comes from censorship,
was used to criticize the information society and establish a link between art and the law. The project which
has been published and explained in multiple publications has nothing to do with the countless cases of
artistic research of concealment and deletion or use
of red dots. This work is formally distinguished from
an infinity of research and works, even visually similar,
of other artists who have made, or are making, use of
these elements (such as, Fromanger, Bacon, Butler,
Cockburn, Magritte, Mirò, Stezaker, Baldessari, etc.).

1.1 Relations
The work of art is characterized by the formal appropriation of a red dot, a metaphorical “coin” which, on
one hand, reveals and, on the other hand, hides. The
revelation is endorsed by the article that defends the
freedom of artistic expression; the hidden part, in antithesis, is associated with privacy (censorship). The
tension created by this dichotomy makes this relational
and environmental art project a symbol that causes reactions that depend on the cultural context of the public. During the pandemic, this created confusion about
the meaning of the red dots because they began to
voluminously appear in a short span of time. This increased the mystery of the red dots.
The physical diffusion of red fulcrums is determined
by a different level of coordinated interactions with
other similar red points (physical hubs): a newspaper
on which contributions of artists and even a dedicated performance converge. Here is where the project
has expanded during the coronavirus pandemic. The
dots are placed relative to the specific markers in the
public spaces that allow for the growth of invisible connections. Certain markers chosen include surveillance
cameras, walls with graffiti and other artwork, spots
within parks and stores, etc. This experience connects
and compares these environments, fostering an unprecedented dialogue between the artist, society, and
space. While the red dot does not cause this experience physically, it does virtually link cities and nations
to highlight similarities and differences, and attract
collective imaginary perceptions on the web with an
experimental perspective approach.

from open datasets that allow users to view streets,
satellites, etc. and attach photos and links to specific
coordinates. The PrivacyFreeZone map was created
on 4 May 2020. By the end of June, there will be
over 800 red dots documented. This map is a documentation of the interaction among cities and public
spaces that lacked any sort of interaction during the
coronavirus pandemic. The red dots symbolize a tribute
to the associations that occur in these areas, directly
and indirectly, no matter what micro and macro circumstances are happening.

Fig. 1
Collage on the cover of Neue Zürcher Zeitung

The prequel entitled “Good morning, Lugano” evolved
in 2016 with #PrivacyFreeZone. And then #CovidJoggersAct (CJA) in 2020, as a reaction to the lockdown and desire to establish a certain relation with the
pandemic. The City of Lugano endorsed the project
(#PFZ) with a municipal resolution on 15 October
2015. In 2016, the research was developed by choosing to remove the red circle from the subjects (people)
in order to bring out their identity (for re-appropriation). 1.2 Mapping
From this, a red circle became a public installation in MapHub beta is a source for creating collaborative and
Rivetta Tell in Lugano. It still remains. When people interactive maps. The open platform derives its system
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2. CJA Project
The Covid Joggers Act (CJA) is a reaction to the
lockdown in Switzerland. The action was humorously
formed from the necessity to get out of the home, especially as runners and active individuals, while also remaining undetected from surveillance and other similar
dispositions. The inspiration for the name of this extension comes from Benny Hill’s 1998 ‘Joggers’ skit (->
Link). Also, because people were accusing joggers of
spreading the virus. This became a form of mimitised
rebellion to ridicule strict regulations. Running became
an act of expression because it allowed us to bring
the red dots on our courses and continue this project.
It is a survival mechanism. This artistic expression is
a metaphor, during and after the pandemic, because
artists are always running and living within extreme
conditions.

2.2 Pure Form
In this project, the expression is a formal “gestaltung”
made of pure form and color (circle/red). This distinguishes our form from other stickers that have blatant
messages (see 5.2 - “Zürich hat die Stickerseuche”).
But other people, when they see the red dots, try to
explain the forms in inappropriate ways since it is an
abstract expression. This leaves and grows the mystery
and suspense of the red dots as the media and other
artistic collectives began to interact with them. CJA is
quietly impacting the underground artistic scene. Since
2011, this project has had empirical implications that
can also be proved in the industry (see the press release, ‘Kiton Case’). When the expressions are documented, they subsequently become part of a larger
public domain when they are shared online. This manifests greater interactions among artists globally.

2.3 Impact
One particular case was during Matteo Fieni’s artistic
residency at Citè Internationale des Arts in Paris. He
presented this project (Gothic Eiffel) during an open
studio at the residency. A few days later, a large red
dot was illuminated on the Eiffel Tower (Fig. 17.3).
This is what CJA likes to call a cosmic connection.
Who is influencing who, what is actually being influenced and why is this even being discussed? This is
representative of CJ Jung’s concept of the ‘collective
unconscious.’ Individuals create a strong unconscious
relationship with this red dot because it could be an
archetype. One archetype that is particularly powerful
and relevant to the coronavirus pandemic is the red
circle which is typically associated with danger and viruses.

2.1 Criteria
There is a range of criteria for choosing the locations
for placing the red dots. Proximity is the first criterion
for determining a location. Analysing the physical elements of the surrounding determines if the location
deserves to be tagged with the dot. The second criterion is changing the pattern design that previously
existed on the chosen location (ie. a previous logo,
advertisement, etc.). Another fundamental criterion is
to create confusion through the random application of
the red dots on subtle, unmarked locations. Finally, the
red dots are often also camouflaged on other red surfaces or where there are similar red forms. The dots
are placed either by themselves or lately as a pattern
involving multiple dots in one spot (CJA extension).
Fig. 2
From an official representation (26.6.2020) of the coronavirus spread visualized with red dots.
John Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource Center, ‘Cumulative Confirmed Cases,’ (live updates) -> Link
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2.4 Selective Perception
Once an individual notices a red dot they start to notice
them more and more. The dots are no longer only part
of the background and of their subconscious. Gradual
conditioning to spotting the dots contributes to selective perception of the surrounding environment. The
red dot can then become the first thing that is noticed
rather than the surface, building, advertisement, etc
that it is placed on. This can make the dots be defined
as “psychological and visual viruses”. What was unconscious becomes part of the perceived reality. For example, once the media began to discuss the red dots
in Lugano (see the firsts press releases), they started
to become removed even though some of them were
placed 4 years ago while the #PFZ was taking over.
This demonstrates that the media began to amend the
perception of the dots as a sticker. The project spreads
continuously and with an undetermined frequency. The
more people interact with this project the more intense
it becomes. This is a connection to the pandemic because as more people interact with one another, the
greater the intensity and spread of the virus.

Fig 3.1
Front cover of an article published by The New York Times tracking the spread of the coronavirus in the United States (25 June 2020) -> Link

2.5 Visual Appropriation
Maps have been created to visualize and track the evolution and spread of the coronavirus in individual countries as well as larger global maps. These maps have
been largely used to analyze travel patterns at the beginning of the spread to model outbreaks and spikes in
the number of cases. Red dots are used to symbolize
individual and cluster cases of virus infections.
The red dots on these official maps (fig. 2, 3) are used
for analytical purposes. This artistic act appropriates all
the red dots worldwide. As seen in the Privacy-Free
interactive map that is formally incorporated in this
project.
A possible future extension could be to scientifically
study these interactions in terms of perceptive studies
and visual arts.

Fig. 3.2
The New York Times published an interactive map of how the corona virus/red dots are spreading in the United States (25 June 2020) -> Link
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now there are over 800 spots related to progressive
photographic documentation. The map is still being
continuously updated. The screenshots are from locaPrivacy-Free Zone Map (Fig. 4)
MapHub link excluded for the privacy and safety tions in Zurich and Lugano. Other locations in Switzerof the artist and assistant, but has been sent to land and abroad can also be observed.
Visarte.
3.1 CJA Documentation

3. Documentation

This map has been active since may 2020 and until

Fig. 4
Main screen of the Privacy-Free map
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Fig. 5.2
Extension design in Lugano (exemple)
Fig. 5.1
Spots in Lugano in MapHub

Fig. 6.2
Extension design in Zurich (exemple)
Fig. 6.1
Spots in Zurich in MapHub
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Fig. 7
Dot in the Media Campus in Zürich (19.6.2020)
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Fig. 8
Dot near Hardbrücke in Zürich (20.6.2020)
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Fig. 9
Dot in Merkurstrasse in Zürich (25.6.2020)
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Fig. 10
Time comparison between dots at a Shopping Center in Grancia, Lugano (23.3.2020 - 23.6.2020)
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Fig. 11
Extended design on Strandbad Tiefenbrunnen in Zürich (25.6.2020)
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Fig. 12
Extended design on Hermetschloobrücke in Zürich (20.6.2020)
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Fig. 13
Extended design on Boat dock in Lugano (24.6.2020)
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Fig. 14
Extended design near Dammsteg in Zurich (20.06.2020)
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Fig. 15
Extened design in Neufrankengasse in Zurich (27.06.2020)
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Fig. 16
Dot on a Cow in Mt. Generoso (Ticino) - No Cow harmed: she enjoyed the new relation and the red dot was taken off (1.6.2020)
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3.2 Previous Documentation
The following article about the Eiffel Tower light show
was published on the same day Matteo Fieni presented his exhibition for ‘Gothic Eiffel’ at Cite Internationale
des Artes. The light show occurred a few days later on
the 13th and 14th of September (2018).

Fig. 17.1
Silk prints in Cité Intenrantional des Arts, Paris (Gothic Eiffel, 2018)

Fig. 17.2
Limited edition silk print (Gothic Eiffel, 2018) -> Link

Fig. 17.3
‘Light show and tea ceremonies: the Eiffel Tower honours Japan’ (7 September 2018) -> Link
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3.2.1 Virtual Documentation 1
Previous research has been done in relation to virtual
reality with a program called ‘Spark AR Studio.’ Virtual filters were placed on real faces and places. An
exhibition called ‘La Vie en Filtre’ was done in 2019
in Camera F.
La Vie En Filtre -> Link
Instagram page -> Link

Fig. 18.1
Live tests during the vernissage of La Vie En Filtre (part. 1)

Fig. 18.2
Live tests during the vernissage of La Vie En Filtre (part. 2)

Fig. 18.3
Live tests during the vernissage of La Vie En Filtre (part. 3)
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3.2.2 Virtual Documentation 2
The following images are examples of a previous Privacy-Free extension virtually interacting via hashtags
on social media. The photos have large red dots in
major cities in the world (Rome, Buenos Aires, Berlin, Milan, etc..) which were posted on social media
with specific tags. ‘Tourist’ hashtags were chosen to
spread the connections globally.

Fig. 19.1
Instagram interaction in Rome (2017)

Fig. 19.2
Instagram interaction in Paris (2017)

Fig. 19.3
Instagram interaction in Berlin (2017)

Fig. 19.4
Instagram interaction in Buenos Aires (2017)

Fig. 19.5
Instagram interaction in Lugano (2017)

Fig. 19.6
Instagram interaction in Paris (2017)
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3.2.3 Privacy-Free Zone Fribourg
In 2016, #PFZ created a journal (see 5.4) to launch
the project. The cover page of this journal was part of
a performance that has been carried out in Lugano
(during the opening of the #PFZ circle at Rivetta Tell)
and in Fribourg with a crew of amateur and professional actors. The performance was entitled ‘Le Simulacre’
(see 5.1). This was connected with Visarte’s 150 year
anniversary.

Fig. 20.1
Le Simulacre in Fribourg with Yann Philippona (2016)

Fig. 20.2
Le Simulacre in Fribourg with Yann Philippona (2016)

Fig. 20.3
Le Simulacre in Fribourg with Yann Philippona (2016)
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3.2.4 Privacy-Free Zone Lugano
Former Privacy-FreeZone Website -> Link
(currently experiencing technological difficulties, awaiting support to be fixed)

Fig. 21.1
First official Hub in Lugano (2016)

Fig. 21.2
Some interactions with the #PFZ (2016)
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3.3 The Origins of the Project
3.3.1 Good morning, Lugano (GmL)
This came from the saying ‘Good morning, Vietnam.’
Going outside in Lugano as an artist is like going into
battle. This gave inspiration to this extension (20112012). -> Link

Fig. 22.1
Example from GmL prequel of the Privacy-Free Zone Project

Fig. 22.2
Example from GmL prequel of the Privacy-Free Zone Project

Fig. 22.3
Example from GmL prequel of the Privacy-Free Zone Project

3.3.2 The statement
This is the story of an assignment which has been self-censored to ensure publication and the artist’ consequent reflections regarding his right of expression which clashes with personal privacy rights legislation.This
legal requirement forces the photographer to defend his work publicly through the application of red dots in
order to protect the individuals’ identity, thus avoiding possible legal action and at the same time changing the
collection’s aesthetic impact. The red dots are per se a criticism of the Information society, that although depending on the mise en scène of an individual’s personal life through images shared on social media, negates
street photography the rights to citizenship.
Fieni M. M. 2012. «Good morning, Lugano», Ticinosette 5: 39-45“
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4. *DISCLAIMER*
These red dots are part of the PrivacyFreeZone CJA project. The artist and assistant are protected by
Swiss law from any fines or punishment that may come
from this artistic expression. Article 21 of the Federal
Constitution of the Swiss Confederation protects the
freedom of artistic expression. Additionally, article 16
(Cost.) guarantees the protection of their freedom of
expression and opinion. As residents of Switzerland,
we are protected by this rule of law (art. 5 Cost.).
The project challenges this law in the name of art. We
want to make sure this right is protected to maintain
and elevate the status of artists in Switzerland and
abroad. If this project manifests further in Switzerland
or globally, we hope to have the support of Visarte and
other believers in the power and freedom of artistic
expression (See press references 5.2).
CJA believes that artists are special types of human
beings that deserve to be protected with a real social status that distinguishes them. Stronger support
for art residences and local ateliers (studios) are low
cost, especially in Ticino, options that allow artists to
concentrate on their work by creating a necessary isolated environment. This document presented to Visarte’s ‘Corona Call’ was created thanks to Matteo Fieni’s
current un-official residence, Abteilung Kultur, Stadt
Zürich.

Fig. 23.1
Covid Joggers in ingognito (2020)

Fig. 23.2
Covid Joggers in ingognito (2020)
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5. Press
5.1 Press Release

Kunsthaus reicht Strafanzeige gegen Harald Naegeli
Cult TV (RSI, 2016)
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / m a t t e o . f i e n i / ein”
h t t p s : / / w w w. n z z . c h / z u e r i c h / d e r- s p r a y posts/10207904804071852
er-von-zuerich-provoziert-fast-wie-eh-und-jeld.1560438?reduced=true
RSI News (2016)
https://www.rsi.ch/news/ticino-e-grigioni-e-insubria/
Privacy-Free-Zone-a-Lugano-7255754.html
5.3 Inspirational Reference
Visarte 150° (2016)
https://faigirarelacultura.ch/visarte-festeg - New York Camera Players (1996 - 2006)
http://www.notbored.org/the-scp.html
gia-suoi-150-anni-attivita/

La Regione (2020)
h t t p s : / / w w w. l a r e g i o n e . c h / c a n t o n e / l u g a nese/1438572/lugano-irrisolto-il-mistero-dei-bolli- Sinceramente
Radio interview (RSI 2012)
ni-rossi
https://www.rsi.ch/rete-uno/programmi/intrattenimento/sinceramente/Incontro-con-il-fotografo-diIl Quotidiano (RSI, 2020)
https://www.rsi.ch/news/ticino-e-grigioni-e-insubria/ strada-Matteo-Fieni-274724.html
Il-mistero-dei-punti-rossi-13064373.html
Neue Zürcher Zeitung (2012)
https://www.nzz.ch/zuerich/zuercher_kultur/
Lugano Eventi (2018)
bildstrecke/swiss-photo-award---ewzselectionGothic Eiffel
https://luganoeventi.ch/it/news/gothic-eiffel-il-nuo- 1.18081712#lg=1&slide=0
vo-progetto-di-matteo-fieni
National News (TG, RSI)
Swiss Photo Award (EWZ, 2012)
Corriere del Ticino / Kiton case (CdT, 2018)
https://www.cdt.ch/curiosita/quella-somiglian- https://vimeo.com/113046110
za-da-bollino-rosso-NYCDT191927
Ticinosette magazine
“Storia quotidiana di battaglie per capire cosa abbiamo
Street Art Tour Lugano (2018)
https://issuu.com/luganoeventi/docs/aul_street_art_ conquistato” (2012)
https://issuu.com/infocdt/docs/n_1205_ti7
isuu
Le Simulacre (Yutube, 2016)
Reading performance Privacy-Free Zone
150° Visarte-Fribourg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQeyqwlJK64

Benny Hill - Joggers (1988)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tER-Gsu_X8Q
5.4 Social Media Pages
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/privacyfreezone/
FB page
https://www.facebook.com/privacyfreezone
5.5 Google map - First formal hub in Lugano
Just tap #PrivacyFreeZone on Google map
5.6 Personal contribution - Giornale d’Artista
https://issuu.com/matteofieni/docs/cameraf4

5.2 Press References (critical)

Tages Anzeiger (2020)
“Zürich hat die Stickerseuche”
https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/zuerich-hat-die-stickLugano eventi (2016)
https://luganoeventi.ch/it/eventi/34241/art-21-pri- erseuche-470416671284
vacy-free-zone
Neue Zürcher Zeitung (2020)
“Der Sprayer von Zürich polarisiert fast wie damals:
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6. Biography

“De Rerum Natura” curated with Chiara Zocchi (writ- Grants & Residences
er), Camera F, Lugano (CH)
2020
2016
Residence: Abteilung Kultur, Stadt Zürich (CH)
“Barcodes 54” (installation), Casa Serodine, Ascona
(CH)
2019
“Barcodes + #PrivacyFreeZone”, Camera F, Lugano Residence: Istituto Svizzero, Milano (I)
(CH)
Shortlisted: Gibellina PhotoRoad, Gibellina (I)
“PrivacyFreeZone”, 150° Visarte, Fribourg (CH)
“PrivacyFreeZone”, Long Lake Festival / 150° Visarte 2018
/ Arte Urbana, Lugano (CH)
Residence: Cité Internationale des arts, Paris (F)
“Simulacri”, Canvetto Luganese, Lugano (CH)
Shortlisted: #PrivacyFreeZone, Mehr Als Wohnen
(Hunziker Areal), Zürich
2015
“Ritratti Metropolitani”
2013
Biennale dell’immagine, Chiasso (CH)
Residence: Verein Zitrone (Ex Amag – Zürich)
“Ritratti Metropolitani”
First prize: Bally artist of the year (The Bally FoundaFotografia Europea, Reggio Emilia (I)
tion)

About
Matteo Fieni (*1976) is a Swiss artist who works in the
field of photography, installation and relational art. His
works explore the conceptual relationships between
the individual and its physical surroundings. By focusing on optical/technologies unconscious and spatial
mental navigation he investigates the limits of human
perception and our collective imaginary.
He graduated in photography at the IED (Istituto Europeo di Design) in Milan, and studied communication
science and journalism at USI (Università Svizzera Italiana). Fieni is an active member of the professional 2014
“Ritratti Metropolitani”, Type de Plage, Genève (CH)
association of Switzerland’s visual artists “Visarte”.
“Ritratti Metropolitani”, Photobastei, Zürich (CH)

2012
“Ritratti Metropolitani”, Quattrocentometriquadrati Gallery, Ancona (I)
2020
“Barcodes scenario”, Fiore di Pietra, Migros Kultur- “Ritratti Metropolitani”, Mercato delle erbe, Ancona (I)
“Good morning, Lugano”, EWZ, Zürich (CH)
prozent / Mt. Generoso SA (Mendrisio)
Exhibitions

2018
“Barcodes”, Phototaxis - Untitled Factory, Montmartre,
Paris
“Fautographie, Wrong Serigraph”, Cité Internationale
des Arts, Paris
“Barcodes”, Open studio - Cité Internationale des Arts,
Paris
“Kintsugi” (Curatorial) with Aymone Poletti (artist),
Camera F, Lugano (CH)
2017
“Pedestrian Flow”, Camera F, Lugano (CH)
“Exposition en temps irréel”, Camera F, Lugano (CH)

2012
First prize: Swiss Photo Award (EWZ – Zürich). Editorial of the year 2012
2011
First prize: Premio Metrocubo, Ancona (I)
2000
Second prize: Premio Banco di Lugano (BDL – Lugano, CH)

2011
“Identità”, Ego Gallery, Lugano (CH).
1999
“Ritratti Metropolitani”, Casa Cavalier Pellanda, Biasca First prize: Premio La Fonderia (Chiasso, CH)
(CH)
1998
2003
Second prize: Premio Scacchi (Locarno, CH)
“Rivelazioni”, curated by Riccardo Lisi. La Fabbrica,
Losone (CH)
1998
First prize: Premo Artigianato Artistico Ticinese (Luga2000
no, CH)
“Virgin Times”, Argos Project, Festival Image, Vevey
(CH)
1998
Bursary: Istituto Europeo di Design (DECS-Ticino)
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Curriculum vitae – selection
2019-2020
Committee member and Coordinator of Visarte-Ticino
2016-2019
Curator “Camera F”, Home-gallery and Artist-run
space, Lugano (CH)
2015-2019
Active member of Visarte (Swiss Visual Artists Association)
2012-2015
Art director, Across Photography Association, Genève
(CH)
2007-2010
Studies in Communication Sciences, Università
Svizzera Italiana (USI – Lugano, CH)
2000-2020
Professional photographer for public and private institutions in Switzerland / abroad
1998-2001
Bachelor in Photography, Instituto Europeo di Design
(IED – Milano, I)
Languages
Italian
Native speaker
French
Good working knowledge
English
Good working knowledge
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7. Contacts
Matteo Fieni
Via Cattedrale 13
P.O. Box 6190
6901 Lugano (CH)
E-mail: matteo@opening.ch
Website: http://matteofieni.ch/
CH: +41 (0)76 558 50 88
Contact for the media
Danielle Lopez-Cecetaite
Via Besso 1
6900 Lugano (CH)
Email: lopezcecetaite@gmail.com
CH: +041 79 453 32 66

Document update: 29.6.2020
Copyrights © CJA 2020
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